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ABSTRACT 
Providing up-to-date input to users' applications is an important data manage- 
merit problem for a distributed computing environment, where each data storage 
location and intermediate node may have specific clata available, storage limitations, 
and communication links available. Sites in the network request data items and each 
request has an associated deadline and priority. In a military situation, the data 
staging problem involves positioning data for facilitating a faster access time when 
it is, needed by programs that will aid in decision making. This work concentrates 
on solving a basic version of the clata staging problem in which all parameter values 
for the communication system and the data request information represent the best 
known iriforlilation collected so far and stay fixed throughout the scheduling process. 
The network is assumed to be oversubscribed and not all requests for data items can 
be satisfied. A lilathelilatical model for the basic clata staging problem is introduced. 
Then, three multiple-source shortest-path algorithm based heurist ~ c s  for finding a 
near-optimal schedule of the colillilunication steps for staging the dai a are presented. 
Each heuristic can be used i q  ith each of four cost criteria de1,eloped. Thus. twelve 
implementations are examined. In addition. two different weighting:; for the relative 
importance of different priority levels are considered. The performance of the pro- 
posed heuristics are evaluated and co~~ipared by simulations. The proposed heuristics 
are shown to perform well with respect to upper and lower bounds. Furthermore, the 
heuristics and a colnplex cost criterion allow more highest priority messages to be re- 
ceived than a simple-cost-based heuristic that schedules all highest priority messages 
first. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
'I'lle DARPA Battlefield Awareness and Data Dissemination (BADD) program 
[Roc961 includes designing an information system for forwarding (staging) data to 
proxy servers prior to  their usage as inputs to  a local application in a distributed 
computing environment, using satellite and other comrnunicat io~~ links. The  network 
cornbines terrestrial cable and fiber with commercial VSAT (very small aperture ter- 
minal) internet and cornmercial broadcast. This provides a unique basis for informa- 
tion management. It will allow web-based information access and linkage as well as 
ser~er-to-server i~~format ion  linkage. The  focus is on providing the ability t o  operat,e 
in a distributed server-server-client environment to optimize informalion currency for 
marly critical classes of information. 
Data staging is an important data  management problem that needs to  be ad- 
dre:,sed by the  BADD program. A simplified informal description of an example of 
a data  staging problem in a military application is as follows. A warfighter is in a 
remote location with a portable computer and needs data  as input foi- a, program that 
plans troop movements. The  data  can include detailed terrain maps, enemy locations. 
troop movements. and current weather predictions. The data  will be available from 
\%'a:;hington D.C., foreign military bases, and other data  storage locations. One such 
env~ronment  is illustrated in Figure 1. Each location may ha\.e specific data  available, 
storage limitations. and communication links. Also, each data  request is associated 
with a specific deadline and priority. Depending on the particular environn~ent,  there 
may be hundreds of warfighters, all making multiple requests. It is assumed that 
not all requests can be satisfied by their deadline. In a military situation, the 
staging problem involves positioning data for facilitating a faster access time when it, --
is needed by programs t,hat will aid in decision making. 
Posit'iolli~lg the data before it is needed ca,n be complicated by: the. dynamic nature 
of data  request,^ and network congestion; the limited storage space at certain sites; 
the limited bandwidth of links; the changing availability of links and data; the time 
con:;traints of the needed data; t'he priority of the needed data; and the determination 
of where to stage the data [Sma96]. Also, the a.ssocia,ted garbage collection problem 
(i.e.: deterrnirlirlg which data will be deleted or reverse deployed to rear-sites from 
the forward-deployed units) arises when existing storage limita,tions; become critical 
[Ro'c96, Sma961. The storage situation becomes even more difficult when copies of 
datit items are allowed to reside on different ma,chines in the network so that there 
are more ava,ilable sources from which the request'ing applications can obt'ain certain 
datit (e.g., [TaS97,TaS98]). The mult,iple copies provide an increased level of fault 
tolerance: in cases of links or storage locations going off-line, a,nd allow the scheduler 
to select from among different sources to satisfy a data request. 
'The simplified data staging problem addressed here requires a scliedule for trans- 
mitting data between pairs of nodes in the corresponding communication system for 
satisfying as many of the data requests as possible. Each node in the system can be: 
(a)  a source machine of initial data items: (b)  an intermediate machine for storing 
data temporarily; and/or (c) a final destination machine that requesi,s a specific data 
item. 
It is also assumed in this simplified model of the data staging problem that all pa- 
rameter values for the collllllu~lication system and the data request illformation (e.g., 
net~~vork configuration and requesting machines) represent the best known information 
collected so far and stay fixed throughout the scheduling process. It is assumed that 
not all of the requests can be satisfied due t,o storage capacity and communication 
constraints. The model is designed to create a schedule for movemlent of data from 
the source of the data  to a "staged" location for the data. It is assumed that a user's 
application can easily retrieve the da,ta from this location. 
Three multiple-source shortest-path algorithm based heuristics for finding a near- 
optimal schedule of the communication steps for staging the data are presented. Each 
heuristic can be used with each of four cost criteria developed. Thus, twelve imple- 
mentations are examined. The rationale for considering each of these heuristics and 
coslJs is provided. In addition, two different meightings for the relative importance of 
difixent priority levels are considered. The performance of the proposed heuristics 
are evaluated and compared by simulations. The proposed heuristics are shown to 
perform well with respect to  upper and lower bounds. Furthermore, the heuristics 
and a complex cost criterion allow more highest priority messages to be received than 
a simple-cost-based heuristic that schedules all highest priority messages first. This 
research ser\.es as a necessary step toward solving the more realistic and complicated 
ver:;ion of the data staging problem involving fault tolerance. dj,namic cl~anges to the 
network configuration, ad hoc data  requests, sensor-triggered data  transfers, etc. 
Section 2 provides an overview of work that is related to  the data  staging problem. 
In !;ection 3, a mathematical model for a basic data  staging problen~ is introduced. 
Section 4 presents the multiple-source shortest-path algorithm based heuristics for 
finding a near-optimal schedule of the communication steps for data  staging. These 
heuristics adopt the simplified view of the data staging problem described by the 
mathematical model. A simulation study is discussed in Section 5 ,  which evaluates 
the performance of the proposed he~ris t~ics  outlined in Section 4. ,4 BADD-like net- 
work environment was considered i11 developing the parameters for conducting this 
simulation study. A glossary in the appendix of this report summarizes the terminol- 
ogy that is used. 
2. RELATED WORK 
To the best of the authors' knowledge, there is currently no othei- work presented 
in the open literature that addresses this xersion of data  staging problem, designs a 
malhematical model to quan t i f~~  it , and presents a heuristic for solxing it. A problem 
thal, is, at  a high level, remotely similar to data staging is the facililj location prob- 
lem in management science and operations research [HuM89]. Under tlie context of 
the construction of several new production facilities, a manufacturing firm needs to 
arrange the locations of the facilities and plants effectixelj, such that the total cost 
of transporting individual components from the inxentory facilities to the manufic- 
turing plants for assembly is minimized. It is required that the firlm makes several 
interrelated decisions: how large and where should the plants be, \what production 
method should be used. and where should the facilities be located. If an analogy is 
made between: (a) the plants and the destination nodes that make the data requests; 
(b)  the individual manufacturing components and the requested data elements to be 
transferred; and (c) the production facilities and the source locations of requested 
datit, then at a high level the facility location problem has features similar to those of 
the data staging problem (e.g.. the use of a graph-based method to reduce the facility 
location problem to a shortest path or minimurn spanning tree problem). 
However, when examining the relationship between the facility location problenl 
and the data  staging problerll carefully, there are significant differences. First, each 
corr~ponent that a plant requests is usually not associated with a prioritizing scheme, 
while in the data  staging problem each data request has an individual priority. Also, 
each conlponent requested from a plant commonly does not have a corresponding in- 
dividual deadline related factor, while in the data staging problem each data request 
has a deadline. For the cla.ta staging problem, the individual priority and individual 
deadline associated with each data  request are the two most important parameters 
for formulating the optimization criterion. For example, the minimiz,ation of the sum 
of the weighted priorities of satisfiable data requests (based on their individual dead- 
lines) is used as the optimization criterion in the mathematical model of the basic 
dat43 staging problem presented in Section 3. But for the facility location problem, in 
general, researchers adopt optimization criteria that are related to the physical dis- 
tances between plants and facilities in either a continuous or discrete domain without 
any prioritizing schemes or individual deadline related factors (e.g., [ChDSl , CON~O, 
JoL95, hIoC83, Shi771). Furthermore, in the facility location problein all constraints 
must be satisfied for the production to occur (e.g.. all parts of a car must arrive). 
In this research, it is known that not all requests can be satisfied (e.g., some low 
priclrity data  requests may be dropped). Thus. although lessons call be drawn from 
the design of algorithms for different versions of the facility location problenl, there 
are significant differences between the facility location and the data  staging problems 
in terms of their formulations and potential solutions. 
Data management problems similar to data staging for the BAIDD program are 
studied for other communication systems. Fl'it11 the increasing popularity of the 
World Wide Web (\T'iVW), the National Science Foundation (NSF) recently projected 
that, new techniques for organizing cache memories and other buffering schemes are 
necessary to alleviate memory and network latency and to increase effective band- 
width [Bes97]. hlore ad\,anced approaches of directory services. data  replication, 
application-level naming. and multicasting are being studied to improve the speed 
and robustness of the ifrkVW [BaB97]. Evidence has been shown that seleeral file 
caches could reduce file transfer traffic, and hence the volunle of traffic on the inter- 
net backbone [DaH93]. In addition, ways to increase distributed system performance 
with intelligent data  placement have been studied [AcZ93]. The 5tud.y of data staging 
can potentially draw lessons from and generate positive input for the active research 
in these related, but not directly comparable, areas. 
Work has been done to provide extensions to wormhole routing protocols that, 
handle real-time messages. An off-line approach that schedules usage of the virtual 
channels by allowing higher priority messages to  preemept lower priority messages is 
presented in [Ba098]. Their research shows that they improve wormhole routing by 
employing such a protocol. The goal of the work in [Ba098] is similar to the goal of 
the work presented here in that both give preference to  messages that have higher 
priority. However, in [Ba098] the focus is on wormhole routing protocols, while the 
work presented here (a) is for a general communication system; (b) attempts to find 
minimum paths over multiple links: and (c) uses a cost criterion t h d  also considers 
hon close a message is to  its deadline. 
There has been research done in the area of mapping tasks onto a suite of dis- 
tributed heterogeneous machines (e.g., [BrS98, RrS99, HeK99, MaA99, WaS9'71). This 
task mapping research focuses on deciding what machine should execute each task, 
rather than assuming the task execution locations are known (as in the data staging 
situation). Thus, the basic problem being addressed by these task mapping studies 
is different than that  of data  staging. 
Other research exploring heuristics for use in the BADD environment has been 
perjormed [LeB9'7]. This work examines methods for scheduling efficiently the ATM- 
like channels of a possible BADD-like environment. It shows that "greedy" heuristics 
are effective tools for use in that BADD-like environment and uses a network simu- 
lator to corroborate this statement; however, those heuristics do not consider several 
parameters considered here, such as deadlines and data  availability times. The work 
here differs from [LeB97] in that :  (a )  here a detailed mathematical model is devel- 
oped, and (b)  the collection of heuristics and cost criteria studied hlere are based on 
a different set of assumptions about system structure and data  request characteriza- 
tions. 
3. MATHEMATICAL MODEL 
A quantitative mathematical model for a basic data  staging problem is described in 
this section. This model allows the heuristics introduced in Section 4 to  be presented 
formally. As stated and discussed in Section 1, this document concentrates on solving 
a simpler version of the data  staging problem statically, where all physical parameter 
values for the communication system and the data request information stay fixed 
throughout the scheduling process. The values of all parameters in the following 
motlel may change temporally to reflect the dynamic nature of the underlying network 
s>sterii when the nlodel is extended and used in a dyrianlic situation. In that case, the 
parameter values represent the best known information collected at the gixen point 
in t ime (e.g., all requests for data  elements include only those known at any specific 
t i m ~  instant ) .  
The rrlodel includes information about: (a)  the nodes in the network; (b )  the 
links in the network; and (c) the data  requests in the network. Each machine has 
parameters for its storage capacity and its node number. A link ha,s an availability 
starting time, availability ending time, bandwidth, source node. and clestination node. 
Every request has an approxinlate data iterii size, list of possible sources, and a 
desl ination. A source of a data iten1 consists of a node number and a time after which 
the data  is available on that node. A destination for a data  item contains a node 
number, the priority. and the deadline for that data  request. This description of the 
network and associated data requests underlies the formulation of the mathematical 
motlel to  be used in solving the basic data staging problem. A glossary of notation 
is ilicluded in the appendix for the reader's convenience. 
A communication system _M  consist,^ of 114 machines {M [O], LM[:l.], ...; M [ m  - :l]). 
Each machine can be a server that stores data  elements and/or a client that makes 
data  requests to the system. Each machine also can be an intermediate node for 
storing a copy of a specific data  item temporarily. Cap[i](t,) represents the available 
memory storage capacity of machine Af[i] (0 < i < m )  from time t, to  t,+l (the 
interval from t, to t,+l is not necessaxily equal to one time unit). 
A network topology graph - Grit specifies the connect~ivit~y of the communication 
system for the machines in M. A set of m nodes I= {V[O], V[-11, ..., V[m - 1 1 )  is 
generated that corresponds to the m machines in the communicatio~n system, where 
node V[i] corresponds to machine :ll[i]. Two machines may be connect,ed directly 
by zero or more comnlunication links. In this model, if two machinles are connected 
by 1;he same communication link during & non-overlapping and di~:continuous time 
intervals, then nl different virtual links corresponding to  the appropriate available 
time intervals are used to represent this situation (e.g., the availability of a satellite 
link for fifteen minutes each hour). Also, each virtual link is uni-directional. A bi- 
directional communication link between two machines is represented as two different 
uni-directional links that correspond to the communication link in ea,ch direction (for 
each time interval). 
Let Nl  [i,  j] be the tota,l number of unidirectional virtual links from M[i] to M[j ] .  
L[i, j][k] denotes the kth unidirectional virt,ual link from lW[i] to  Fd[j], where 0 5 --
i ,  j < m., i f j ,  and 0 < k < Nl[i,  j ] .  For each L [ i ,  j][k],  a directed edge E[i ,  j][k] from 
V[i: to V [ j ]  is added t'o G,,,t. All the added edges constitute the set of edges of Grit. 
Each virtual link L[i, j ] [ k ]  is associated with one unique time interval during which 
the corresponding communication link is available for communicatio11. Let Lst[i, j] [k] 
denote the time when link L[i, j][k] becomes available (link start timc:) and Let[i, j:l[k] 
denote the time when link L[i, j:l [kl's availability terminates (link end time). With 
the above notation, link L[ i ,  j:l [k] is available between Lst[i, j] [k] (starting time) and 
Let[ i , j ] [k]  (ending time). Ea.ch virtual link also has an associated bandwidth. 
Let a data  iten1 be a block of information that can be transfel.red between ma- 
chines. For any data item d, I d 1 represents t,he size of the associated data item. -
Let D [ i ,  j ]  [ I ; ] (  I d 1 )  denote the communication time for transferring data  item d (from 
machine Al[i]  to ~nachine M [ j ]  through their kth dedicated virt,ual link during time 
interval [ L ~ t [ i ,  jl [ k ] .  Le t [ i ,  j ] [ k ] ] ) .  The time D [ i ,  j ] [ k ] ~ : J  d I )  includes all the various 
hardware and software related components of the inter-machine communication over- 
head (e.g., network latency and the time for data  format conversion between AkZ[i] 
and M [ j ]  when necessary). Machines M [ i ]  and/or M [ j ]  may be intermediate nodes 
for t,ransferring d rather than the original source or the final destination node of d. 
It is assumed that ea,ch machine can send different data  items (each via a different, 
link) to its neighboring machines in the network simultaneously. Future work will 
relax this assumption. 
Suppose 14 is t,he number of data items lvith distinctive names (identifiers) available 
in the corresponding communication system -41. Let = { 6 [ 0 ] ,  6 [1] ,  . .. ,6[rz - I ] )  be 
the set of these data  items, where each 6[ i ]  is unique. For example, a weather map -
of Europe generated at 2 p.m. would have a different name than a weather map 
of the same region generated a t  6 p.m. A data location table that specifies the 
initial locations of the n available data items can be cons t r~c t~ed  w'~t,h the following 
notation. Let Ar6[i] be the number of different machines that the data  item 6[ i ]  is 
locz~ted a t  initially. Source[i ,  j ]  denotes the j t h  initial source location of the data item 
6 [ i ]  (with no implied significance for the ordering of the sources), where 0  5 i  < n,  
0 5 j  < N 6 [ i ] ,  and 0  < Soelrce[i. j ]  < m. Also, 6s t [ i ,  j ]  denotes the time a t  which 
6 [ i ]  is available a t  its j t h  initial source location (start time). 
Suppose - p is the number of requested data  items with dist.inctive names (identi- 
fiers) in the corresponding communication system Ad, where ( 0  5 p 5 n) .  Let - Rq 
= { Rq[O], Rq[l] .  . ., Rq[p - 11) be the set of the request,ed data  items. Each R q [ j ]  
( 0  5 j  < p )  is the name of a data  item and there must exist an i ( 0  < i < n )  such 
that R q [ j ]  = 6 [ i ] .  Each R q [ j ]  corresponds to  a unique 6 [ i ] .  A data -- request table that 
specifies the requests of data items can be constructed wit,h the following notation. 
Let Arrq[j] denote the number of different requests for Rq[j]. Request[j, k] denotes 
the number of the machine from which the kth request for data item Rq[j] originates 
(with no implied order among the requests), where 0 < j < p! 0 5 k < Nrq[j], and 
0 5 Request[j, k] < m.. (It is assumed that a given machine generates at  most one 
request for a given data it,em.) Also, Rf t [ j ,  k] denotes the finishing time (or dead- 
line) after which the data  item Rq[j] on it,s kth requesting location is no longer useful 
(e.g., data  items may be needed before a specific time when cert.ain decisions must 
be inade). 
A machine functio~li~lg as an intermediate node for a data  iten1 Rq[j] does not, 
need to  keep the data  item local indefinitely. Instead, at  - 3 time units after the latest 
deadline for the requested data  item Rq[j], the data  item is removed from the storage 
of any intermediate nodes. In this way, storage capacity is reclaimed by removing 
data items after they are no longer needed, and a level of redundancy is provided in 
the system in cases where a link, an intermediate node. or a destination might lose 
their copy of Rq[j].  The scheduling heuristics do not remove a data  item from any of 
its iources or destinations because it is considered outside the scope of responsibility 
of the scheduler. 
Suppose the priority level of each data request is between 0 and P, where f is 
the highest priority le\.el possible (i.e., P corresponds to the class of most important 
requests). Pr ior i ty[ j ,  I;] denotes the priority level for the data  request of the data 
iten1 Rq[j]  on its kt11 requesting locatsion. 
.4ssume that the scheduling procedure of the communication steps starts a t  time 0. 
Let 5' = {,So, S1, ..., S,-l) denote a set of distinct sched~~les  for t,he communication 
steps of transmitting request,ed data items. Consider a specific schedule - Sh, where 
0 5 h < a.  The kth request for data  item Rq[j] is satisfiable with respect to Sh 
if 16q[j] can be obtained by the requesting machine, ~\f[Request[,j, b]], before the 
deadline. Rf t [ j ,  k]. Let s rq [Sh]  denote the set of two-tuples {(j, k) I kth request of 
the data item Rq[j] is satisfiable). 
Suppose - W[i] (0 5 i < P) denotes the relative weight of the i1.h priority level. 
These weightings allow spst,en~ administrators to specify the relative importance of a 
priority level ct data request versus priority level P data request, where 0 5 a ,  j? 5 P. 
'The effect, E f f ect[.Sh], of the scheduling scheme Sh is defined as 
Ef f ect[Sh] = - T/t'[Priority [ j ,  k]]. 
( j , k ) ~ S r ~ [ S h ]  
Given this mathematical model, the global optimization criterion used. for data staging 
in this document, for a specific communication system, is to  find .an Sh such that 
E ffect[Sh] is minimized ji.e., the total sum of the weight,ed priorities of all satisfiable 
datit request's with respect to  Sh is maximized). It should be noted that an exhaustive 
set of schedules is not created in this research. 
4. DATA STAGING HEURISTICS 
4.1 .. Introduction 
'The heuristics for solving the dat,a staging problem are based on Dijkstra's al- 
gorithm for solving the multiple-source shortest-path problem on a weighted and 
directed graph [CoL90]. Dijkstra's algorithm takes as input a directed graph with 
weighted edges, and produces as out,put the shortest path from a set of source nodes 
to every other node of the graph. h/Iore detailed information about Dijk~t~ra 's  algo- 
rit,hm can be found in [CioL90]. 
All  necessary communication steps are scheduled by the data  staging heuristics. 
These heuristics consider all data requests together and utilize the following strategies 
collectively: 
(i) find t,he shortest path for each data  it,em as if it is the only requested data in 
the system, 
(ii) resolve conflict,ing requests, 
(iii) maximize the weighted sum of the priorities of the potentially satisfiable dat,a 
requests, and 
(iv) consider the urgency of a request as its deadline approaches. 
'The model used for the heuristics and implementation details about the heuristics 
are presented in Subsections 4.2 t,l~rough 4.4. Subsectiorrs 4.5 through 4.7 discuss the 
three heuristics that  have been developed. These heuristics are built upon Dijkstra7s 
mult,iple-source shortest-path algorithm. The heuristics iteratively pick which data 
iten1 to transfer next based on a cost function. Subsection 4.8 presents background 
information about the cost criterion components, and details the four cost criteria 
used in this research. 
4.2.. Adaptation of Dijkstra's Algorithm 
For each requested data item Rq[i], an instantiation, Gnt[i], of the graph Gnt 
(deiined in Section 3) is created. Let Vs[i] be t,he set of source nodes corresponding 
-
to the machines that are the initial locations of the data item Rq[i]. Let VD[i] be the 
set of destir~ation nodes corresponding to the machines that are making data requests 
for Rq[i] (i.e., machines Reqc~est[i, k], 0 < A. < Nrq[i]).  The  weight on an edge 
E[b, jl[k] of Gnf [i]  is t,he communication time required to  transfer Rq[i] from machine 
b to machine j over virtual link L[b, j][k]. Let the length of a path frosrn a source node 
L', C: VS[i] to a de~t inat~ion node vd E VD[i] be defined as the difference between the - -
timt-. when data  item Rqji] is available on v, and the time data  item Rq[i] arrives at 
v d  (via the machines and the communication links along the path).  This time can 
be ~zalculated using the various paran~eters defined in the model. With the above 
defined Gnf [ I ] ,  Vs[i], and VD [i], a separate multiple-source shortest-path problem is 
well defined for each requested data it,em in the context of the data staging problem. 
Dijkstra's algorithm, in general, is applied to a directed graph with weighted 
edges and a set of source nodes. For each node in the graph, the algorithm generates 
a shortest path from any of the sources of the data  item to that node (using the 
weighted edges). The  heuristics exanlined here begin by applying Dijltstra's algorithm 
to (;',,t[i] for each requested dat,a item Rq[i]. Then the heuristics consider all data 
items collectively. 
An example of ho\v Dijkstra's algorithm functions is illustrated in Figure 2. In 
the figure, nodes so and sl are both sources for the requested data  iten] Rq[i] at t,ime 
zero. i.e., Vs[i] = {so ,s l ) .  In general, different sources can have differing available 
t i m ~ s  for the same data item. For the purposes of this study. all axailable times, 
for a particular data item, are created to be the same. Dijkstra's algorithm will find 
the shortest path from a source to each of the other three nodes in the graph, u ,  zl ,  
and x. In Figure 2, the network graph shows the links that are available, with their 
associated cost noted. The four parts of Figure 2 show four states of Grlt[i] during 
the execution of the algorithm. 
The following notation is used to show the state of the algorithm at each time. 
The dotted lines are those next links that can be used to schedule 1 he movement of 
the data  item from a source to the other nodes. The dashed line shows the next 
link to be scheduled. The set - Ilk, which is initially I/k, contains all nodes currently 
scheduled to receive the data items. When all the nodes in the graph reside in the set 
VF, the algorithm is finished. For each node j adjacent to  a node in VF, the current 
estimate of the earliest arrival time for the dat,a item at node j is e [ j ] .  
-- 
Figure 2(a) shows the initial state for the example. In Figure :!(bj, the earliest 
arrival time for the data  item at the three nodes is noted. The algoi-ithm selects the 
node with the smallest e [ ]  value to next receive the data item. Thus, the dashed line 
shovvs that the next link to be scheduled by the algorithm will be rnoving the data 
to  node x from so,  the node with the earliest arrival time. After the data item is 
scheduled to node x, x is added to t,he set 1%. 
In Figure 2(c), the algorithm then attempts to  reduce the earliest arrival time, 
e l ] ,  for all nodes that are adjacent to node x. It is then determined that t,he path 
frorn so through node a. to  node ri is shorter than the direct path from so to node .u 
and e [ u ]  is updated. Because e[.rl] < e[zi], the link from to node u will be the next 
scheduled. 
Lastly, in Figure 2(d),  the process is repeated by examining t,hose nodes adjacent 
to  node v. The link from node x to node u  is scheduled to transfer the data item. 
When the algorithm completes, the shortest path to each node (machine) from one 
of the elements of Vs[i] (a source) is shown by the dashecl lines in Figure 2(d). 
The implementation of Dijkstra's algorithm in the heuristics checks: (a )  tl1a.t all 
machines have enough memory capacity. Cap, to hold the data  item being t,rarlsferred 
unt 1 the garbage collection scheme schedules its rernoval; (b j  that t11c. communication 
links are available: ancl (c)  the initial time that the data item is avaiLsble on a source. 
This information is for the shortest path from some source node to a destination. 
At the completion of Dij kstra's algorithm, the shortest path from any source to all 
nodes in the network is known (clearly l/D[i] C all machines). The shortest path time 
AT [i, S] for Rq[i] to arrive at  node I'[s] is initially obtained from executing Dijkstra's 
--
algorithm, and is a lower bound for the arrival time when requests for all data items 
are considered collectively. 
Suppose AT[;, s] and ilT[i, r ]  are known and there are virtual linlts L[s, r][k] (0 _< 
A- < Nl [s, 7-11 from V[s] to  V[r]. Let AL[5, r]  [il [k] denote the t ime whlen the requested 
data item Rq[i] can be available on machine V[r] via fetching the copy from V[s] 
through the virtual link L[s. rJ[k].  Attempting to  reduce the shclrtest path time 
AT[i, r ]  with respect to  the edges from V[s] to V[I.]  based on the known AT[i. s]  and 
AT[i, r ]  is inlpleme~~ted by the C-style pseudocode in Figure 3. 
As illustrated by St,ep 10 in the Figure 3, the exact virtual link L[s, r][kl] used 
for updating the shortmest path estimate of M[ r ]  needs to be recorded, due to the 
existence of multiple virt'ual links between V[s] and V[r]. Thus, t'he predecessor 
n[ r ]  in the usual description of the Dijkstra's algorithm (used to record the shortest -
path) is extended as a predecessor field and is defined as a two-tuple (s, kl) in this 
data  staging heuristic, where s gives the source machine and kl stores the virtual link 
4.3. Combiniilg Paths for Multiple Data Items 
After applying the multiple-source shortest-path algorithm for each of the p re- 
quested data items Rq[l] individually, p sets of shortest paths are generated. For 
the example shown in Figure 4, there are four valid communication steps that can 
be scheduled (specified by asterisks). But different valid communication steps maj. 
have conflicting resource  requirement,^ (e.g., machine 11f[0] cannot send data items 
Rq[O] and Rq[ l ]  to machine M[3]  over the same virtual link simultaiieously due to a 
link conflict). Thus, a local optimization criterion is used to select one of the valid 
commu~~ication steps to be scheduled (refer to Subsection 3.5 for more information). 
Readers should notice that it may be impossible to use the individuallj. shortest 
paths to all destinations for each data item due to possible communication link and 
mernory space contention in the network when transferring other data items during 
the same time interval. Also, a multiple-source shortest-path algorithm for G,+ [i]  only 
attempts to minimize the time when a given requested data item 17g[i] is obtained 
by its corresponding requesting locations. But as clearly stated in Section 1, request 
deadlines and the priorities of all potentially satisfiable data requests must be taken 
into account (as well as the sharing of the memory capacity of machines and the 
communication links by multiple data items). 
4.4. Garbage Collection 
Leaving a copy of Rq[i] on machine M [ r ]  aft'er it is sent to the next machine on the 
shortest path allorvs this copy to be used as an intermediate copy for forwarding Rq[i] 
to some other ~nachines. For the example comrllunication step of transferring Rq[O] 
fro111 r Z I [ O ]  to n/f [3] shown in Figure 4(a,), by tracing t.he shortest paths generated for 
!2,f[;'], M [ 8 ] ,  and i\4[9], the set of intermediate machines can be determined as (3 ,  5 ) .  
At some time duration after the latest dea,dline for &[i] ,  as discussed in Section 3,  t'he 
available memory capacit,y of ~ % f [ r ]  is irlcremented by I Rq[i] I to simulate the removal 
of EEq[i] from its memory. So for the example, AM[3] and :2,f[.5] would keep Rq[i] in 
their local memory for y time units after the latest deadline among machines i2,f[6], 
A f  [ ; ' I ,  M [ 8 ] ,  and i l : f [ S ] .  The data item is kept on t,he intermediate machines for this 
time duration to  provide a level of fault tolerance in cases when corlltllunication links 
or storage locations become unavailable, or the case where a link, an intermediate 
node, or a destination loses its copy of the data. 
4.5. P a r t i a l  Pa th  Heur is t ic  
Each iteration of this heuristic involves: ( a )  performing Dijkst'ra's algorithm for 
ea,ch data request. individually; (b)  for t,he valid next communicat:lon steps, deter- 
mining the "cost" to tra,nsfer a da,ta it.ern to its successor in the shortest path; (c) 
picking the lowest cost data request and t,ransferring that data item to the successor 
machine (making this machine an addit'ional source of that da.ta item); (d)  updating 
system para.meters to reflect resources used in (c) ;  and (e) repeating (a) through (d) 
until there are no more sat.isfia.ble requests in the system. In some cases, Dijkst.ra's 
algorithm would not need to be executed each iteration for a particular data transfer, 
i.e., if the data transfer did not use resources needed for any future t,ransfers. In this 
study, only one data it,em is scheduled before rerunning Dijkst,ra's algorithm (for all 
three heuristics). This simplified the implemeiltation of the heuristic!; without chang- 
ing the perforlna,nce of the resulting schedules. The execution time of the heurist'ics 
is ai-fected; however, this is not the main goal of the work. 
'This heuristic will schedule the transfer for the single "most iml~ortant" request 
that must be transferred next, based on a cost criterion. The heuristic is called the 
partial path heuristic (referred to as partial in Figures 7 through 19) because only ---
one successor machine in the path is scheduled at each iteration. If a data item 
is partially scheduled through the system and because of other scheduled transfers 
the requesting destination's deadline is no longer satisfied. the scheduled transfers 
remain in the system (the initial transfers were scheduled because the deadline could 
have been satisfied). Reasons the schedule for this now unsatisfiable request is not 
removed include: (a)  in a dynamic situation, a change in the network could allow 
the request to be satisfied; and ( h )  removing the already scheduled transfers would 
require restarting the scheduling for all data requests because of conflicts that might 
have occurred. The  various cost criteria examined with this heurist,ic are described 
in Subsection 4.8, and this heuristic is evaluated in Sect,iorl 5. 
4.6. Full Pa th lone  Destination Heuristic 
'The full path/one destination heuristic produces a con~n~unicat ion schedule using 
fewer executions of Dijkstra's algorithm than the partial path heuristic. The  behavior 
of tlie partial path 1leurist.i~ showed that if a data item Rq[i] was selected for schedul- 
ing a transfer t,o its next intermediate location (a  "hop"), in the following iterat,ion, 
the same requested da ta  item. Rq[i], would t,ypically be selected again t o  schedule its 
next hop. The  full path/one c1estina.tion heuristic (referred to  as full..one in Figures 7 
through 19) at,tempts t,o exploit this trend by selecting a requested data  item with one 
of tlie cost crit,eria discussed in Subsection 4.8 and scheduling all hops required for the 
dat,ii i t e ~ n  t o  reach its lowest cost destination before executing Dijkstra's algorithm 
Considering the esample communicatiorl system in Figure 4(a),  data  item Rq[O] 
wou.ld only be  scheduled from M[O] to  114[3] before executing Dijkstra's algorithm 
agai.n in the partial path heuristic. In the full path/one destination heuristic, data 
iten1 Rq[O] would be  scheduled from 1W[0] t o  ;\4[9] (a  destinat'ion) before executing 
Dijkstra's adgorithm again. This results in reducing the number of executions of 
Dijkstra's algorithm by three for this example. A savings proportion;al t o  the average 
length of a data  it'em's path from a source to  a destination is expected from this 
heuristic. Considering again the communication system in Figure 4(a),  if this heuristic 
initially schedules the transfer of data  item Rq[O] from M[O] to  i\.1[9]: ;2[3] and M [ 5 ]  
wou.ld become sources for Rq[O]. In the next iterat,ion, !lf[7] could receive Rq[CI] from 
bi1[5], and M[8] could receive S[O] from M[3],  without having to  schedule a transfer 
frorn the  original source: .Af[O]. The  performance of the partial p.at,h and the full 
patin/one destination heuristics is compared in Section 5. 
'The partial path heuristic may construct a partial path (of many links) that 
it later cannot complete (due to network or memory resources being consumed 11y 
other requested da ta  items). However, until this is determined, the part of the path 
constructed may block the paths of the other requested data items, causing them to 
take less optimal paths or causing them to be deemed unsatisfial~le. The full pathlone 
destination heuristic avoids this problem. An advantage the partial path approach 
does ha1.e over the full pathlone destination approach is that it allows the link-by- 
link assignment of each virtual link and each machine's memory capacity to be made 
based on the relative values of the cost criteria for the data  items that may xvant the 
resource. 
4.7,. Full Path/All Destinations Heuristic 
The full pathla11 destinations heuristic builds on the full path,/one destination 
l~euristic and requires fewer executions of Dijkstra's algorithm than the other two 
heuristics. In the full pathlone clcstinatior~ heuristic, a data  item is transferred from a 
single source to  a single destination, even if there are multiple destinations requesting 
the same data  item. For the e\;ample commu~lication system in Figure 4(a), Rq[O] 
is requested by machines :W[7], iZI[S], and 1W[9], and the shortest, path for these 
three destinations all originate at  machine hf[Cl] and pass through machine h4[3].  
The full pathla11 destinations heuristic (referred to as full-all in Figures 7 through 
19) will schedule all paths for a single data item that share the next machine in 
the path as an intermediate machine. In Figure 4, the data  item Rq[O] would 11e 
scheduled for all three destinations (machines ;1~1[7], iW[S], and M[9]) at  the same time. 
By scheduling the path to  multiple destinations, two fewer executions of Dij kstra's 
a lgc~ri th~n are required as compared to  the full pathlone destination heuristic. '4 
savjngs proport io~~al  to the average number of destinations for a data item whose 
shortest path intermediate machine set share a common machine is expected. 
'This approa,ch was considered because it was expected to generate results compa- 
rable to  the full path/one destination heuristic, but with a smaller heuristic execution 
time. The performance of the three heuristics is compared in Sectioii 5. 
4.8.. Cost Criteria 
Four cost criteria that use "urgency" and "effective priority" have been devised for 
the three heuristics presented. Each of these cost criteria was chosen so as to vary the 
effect these two parameters hvill have in determining the next com~nunication step. 
This section begins by defining "urgency" and "effective priority" and the the four 
cost criteria used are then presented. 
Recall that .4T[i, j] denotes a lower bound on the time when Rq[z] is received and 
available at its corresponding j t h  requesting location (as mentioned in Subsection 
3.2) and R f t[ i ,  j] denotes the finishing time (or deadline) after which t,he dat.a item 
Rq[i] on its jt,h requesting location is no longer useful (as mentioned in Section 3). 
Assume M[r] is the next machine in the shortest path from a given source to the j t h  
des1,ination to receive data item Rq[i]. Let the set of all such destinations j be called 
Drcr[i, r]. A satisfiability function Sat[i .  r ] ( j )  is 1 if a request for data item Rq[i] is --
schc~duled to be received a t  the j t h  requesting destination before its deadline; and 0 
if the request for data item Rq[i] is scheduled to be received after its deadline. Note 
that if the request cannot be sa.tisfied using the shortest path, t,here is no other patall 
t,lla~, will cause it to be satisfied. 
As an example of the definition of Sa t  [ i ,  r ] ( j ) ,  consider the shortest paths gener- 
ated by selecting first the valid communication step for transferring Rq[O] from M[0] 
to 1M[3] in Figure 3(a). For this example, Drq[0,3] corresponds to M[7], M[8], and 
M[!J]. Suppose that the request deadlines for Rq[O] are as follows (in some abstract 
time units): 10 for M[7]; 15 for ,M[S]; and 5 for M[!9]. Suppose further that the short- 
est path estimate has shown that the net,work can deliver Rq[O] at time: 12 for M[7]; 
11 for M[S]; and S for :.21[9]. Then, Sat[0,3](0) = 0, ,Sat[0,3](1) = I., and Sat[0,3](2) 
= 0. 
Reca.11 from Sectiorl 3 that Priority [i, j] denotes the ~ r io r i ty  for the data request 
for the data item R,q[i] on it.s jt,h requesting location and that M/T[k] (0 5 k 5 P) 
denotes the relative weight of t,he kth priority. Let Efp[i, j] de11ot.e the effective 
priority for t,he data request of Rq[i] from its j th  requesting location: where E f p[i, j] = 
Sat[i ,  r ] ( j )  * M'[Priority[i, j]].  
Suppose ITryency[i, j] denotes the urgency for the data request of Rq[i] from its 
j t h  requesting location, where ITr.gency[z, j] = -Sat[i, r ] ( j )  * (Rft[ i ,  j] - AT[i,j]  + I ) ,  
where smaller IJrgency[i, j] implies that it is less urgent to transfer Rq[i] to the j th  
requesting location. The "+ 1" in the urgency term is so that the urgency never 
becomes a small number close to zero. The unit of measure for the 7'rgency term is 
seconds. 
Four cost functions for transferring the requested data item Rqli] from machine 
to M[r]  via an available link are each defined using urgency aund effective pri- 
ority. Readers should notice that (a)  applj ing Dijkstra's algorithm to obtain AT[i, r ]  
through shortest paths, (b) maximizing Efp[i,  j], and (c) maximizing G'r.ge,lcy[i, j] 
follow the three strategies for designing data relocation heuristics iecommended in 
(i),  (iii), and (iv), respectively, at the beginning of Subsection 4.1. 
If Sat[ i ,  r ] ( j )  is 0 for all r that correspond to valid next machines that receive 
Rq[z] ancl the associated values of j, that request receives no resources and the data 
does not move from its current locations. The request is not eliminated from the 
network. Currently the heuristics are applied to a static sj.stem, as {,his constraint is 
loosened and a dynamic system is explored, links might become available that would 
facilitate the delivery of an otherwise unsatisfiable request. Thus. lequests that are 
at one point in time unsatisfiable, might become satisfiable at a later point in time. 
The system has the followillg information: bandwidth available 011 a link, duration 
a virtual link is available, and size of each data item. In t,he model us(-cl here, the time 
interval a virtual link is needed to transfer a specific data item Rq'i] is determined 
by dividing the size of the data item, IRq[i] 1 ,  by the bandwidth available on t,he link. 
Suppose that the current chosen communication step is to transfer the requested 
d a t i ~  item Rq[i] from ,II[s] to AM[r]. Before repeating the heuristics in Subsections 
4.5 through 4.7 for determining the next communication st,ep(s), the following infor- 
matlion rrlust be updated: the list of virt~ial inks and their start anti stop times, the 
available memory capacity on any machines that Rq[i] has been placed, the sources 
of &[i] must now include all machines t,hat Rq[i] has been moved to/through, and 
the time at which Rq[i] can be re~noved from any intermediate machines. 
The cost criteria are designed so that the next chosen com~nu~~icat ion  step should 
be the one that has the smallest associated cost among all valid next com~nunication 
steps for transferring all Rq[i], where 0 5 i < p. Suppose VI.h > 0 is the relative 
weight for the effective prioritmy factor and - Ilk: > 0 is the relativle weight for the 
urgency factor in the scheduling. 
For the first cost criterion (a), the C"ostl [s, r ]  [i, j] [k], for transferring the re- 
quested data item Rq[,i] from machine ~Zf[s] to M[r] ,  via link L,[s, I - ] [ k ] ,  for the j t h  
destinat'ion. is defined as: 
The rationale for choosing the a.bove cost for local opt.imization is as follows. First, 
only a valid nest communica,tion step whose associat,ed Sat[i ,  r ]  is not 0 will facili- 
tate satisfying data request(s). The first term of Costl[.s, TI][;, j:I [k] ,attempts to give 
preference t,o a satisfiable da,ta request with a prioritmy higher than the other requests. 
Furthermore, t,o satisfy as Inany da,ta requests as possible, intuitively it is necessary 
to transfer a specific data item to the requesting locations whose deadlines are sooner. 
This intuition is captured by the inclusion of the urgency term. Thus, collectively 
wit:n the consideration of the priority of satisfia,ble data requests and the urgency of 
tho,se data requests in this local optimization step, using this cost criterion in the 
data staging heuristic should generate a near-optimal communication schedule that 
reasonably achieves the global optimization criterion. 
'The second criterion (a) examines the Cost;?[s,r][il[k] for transferring the re- 
quested data  item Rq[i] from machine lM[s] to !\!f[i.] via link L [s, r ]  [/I] : 
Cost2[.s, r][i][k] = - WE * ( x E,fp[i , j ] )  - !:l:'cr * ( , max LTrgen.cy[i, j ] ) .  
. i€Drg[ i , r ]  
~ € D r r l [ i , r ]  
This cost function considers all requests for Rq[i] whose shortest pat11 passes through 
machine :W[r] and sums their weighted priorities. Rather than surnming all of the 
urgency terrns for the destinations. the most urgent satisfiable request's urgency is 
added in Cost;?. This method of capturing the urgency is used EIS a heurist,ic to 
maximize the sun1 of the weighted priorities of satisfied requests because if t,he most 
urgent request for an item passing through 1W[r] is satisfied, it is mare likely that all 
requests for this data item passing through M[r]  will be satisfied. 
'The Cost3[s, r][i][k] for transferring the requested data item Rq-i] from machine 
M[:;] to  ,W[r] via link L[s, r][k] (a) is: 
Cost3[s, rl[i][k] = x Efp[i, j]/ UrgencY[i, j ] .  
. i€Drq[ i , r ]  
The third criterion takes the weight'ecl prior it,^ for a destination and divides it by the 
urgency for this destination, and then sums over all the destinat.ions with sa,tisfiable 
requests for data item Rq[i] on a path through machine !If[r]. This cost is a sum 
of the weighted priorities of satisfiable requests normalized by the urgency of each 
request. Note tha.t this heuristic does not use l.ITE or Wu. This is because the 
effective priority is divided by the urgency and so WE divided by 14iu acts as a 
scaling fa,ctor t'hat would not affect the relative cost of the requests. Tha,t is, for 
two data items i l  and i;? competing for the use of L[s, r][k], the relative value of 
Coc;t3[s, r ]  [ill [k] /  &stg [ s  r]  [i2] [k] will be unchanged by including a,ny given Ii1jk to 
weight the Efp[a, j ]  factors and any given M,'(: to weight the Uryency[i, j] factors. 
'The Cost4 [.s, r ]  [ z ]  [k] for transferring the recluestred data  item Rqji] from machine 
M[a] to .Zl[r] via link L[s,  r][k] (a) is: 
This last criterion sums the weighted priorities of all satisfiable requests for data 
iten1 Rqlz] on a path through machine A/l[r] and combines that with the sum of 
the urgency for those same satisfiable requests. Comparing Cosi2 and Cost4, it 
shoilld be noted that  the u r g e n c  term for each destination whose shortest path 
sl1ai.e~ an intermediate node Rf[r] is summed in Cost4, whereas Cost2 simplj takes 
the maximum of the urgency terms over this same set of destinations. The benefit 
of Cost4 is demo~lstrated by the follonring example. The  first data  item. Rq[z], is 
requested by four machines that all have identical priorities, and have an AT that is 
very close to their deadlines. The second data  item. Rq[j],  is also requested by four 
destinations that have the same identical priorities. but only one destination has an 
.AT that is close to  its deadline. Cost2 will be unable to differentiate between these 
two data requests. but Cost4 will chose to schedule Rq[z] before Rq[g]. 
All four of these cost criteria are used in conjunction with the partial path heuris- 
tic and the full path/one destination heuristic. For the full path,/all destinatiorls 
heuristic, Costl  is not used because it does not capture the fact that a data item can 
be sent to  multiple destinations. 
The data  item that the full path/one destination heuristic chooses to send is sent 
frorn its current location (machine M[s] in each of the cost criteria) o\.er as Inany 
virtual links as required to  reach its destination machine (machine 1hr[j] for one value 
of j ) .  For C o d l  , the choice of j (i.e . \vhich requesting destination should be satisfied) 
is trivial; Costl  only takes into accou~lt a single requesting destination. All other cost 
c r i tx ia  identify a set Drq[z, r ]  of destinations, and one destination M[j] must be 
selected from that set to satisfy. For cost Cost2. the value of j cliosen is the one 
sat,i#jfying the condition 
from the equation describing Costz .  For cost Cost3, the value of j  chosen is the one 
satisfying the condition 
min E.fp[.l, jl 
~ € D r q [ z . r ]  I ; I ' ~ ~ - ' I I C ~  [ z ,  j] 
from the equation describing Cost3. For cost Costq,  the data  itern is sent first to 
mac:hine AP[r], and if no request was satisfied, the cost is applied a second time for 
the same da ta  item Ry[i],  but setting the new h l [ s ]  (data source machine) to the 
old ,Zl[r] ( the machine to  nrliich the data  was just scheduled). The minimu111 cost 
is then t.aken over all values of r (possible next staging locations). The  value of 1, 
with minimum cost determines the l~ lac l~ ine  i\il[r] that the data  is sent to next. This 
process continues until the data it,em has reached one requesting de:;t,ination A<f[j].  
5.  SIMULATION STUDY 
5.1. Introduction 
To perform the simulation stud?, network topologies and data  requests must be 
gem-rated, values for WE and Wbr must be determined, and other sct~eduling schemes 
neeci to be created to  compare with tlle heuristics discussed in Subseciiorls 4.5 through 
4.7. Rather than just choosing one network topology and set of data  requests, 40 test 
cases are generated because one caililot reflect the range of possible data  requests 
and network configuration scenarios with one case. The three heuristics are exe- 
cuted u.;ing each of these cases and the results are averaged. The properties for data 
req~lests and the underlying communication systems are randomly generated with 
uniform distributions in predefined ranges representing a subset of possible systems 
in a BADD-like environment. The sources and requesting machines for all data iterlls 
are also generated randomly. The test generation program guaranties that the gener- 
ated communication sy.;tem is strongly connected [COL~O], such that there is a path 
con,;isting of unidirectional communication links between any pair of inachines in both 
directions. (All source code from the experiments performed will appear in [The99].) 
These randomly generated patterns of data requests and the underlying commu- 
nication systems are used for three reasons: (1) it is beneficial to  obtain cases that 
can demonstrate the performance of the heuristics over a broad ranse of conditions; 
(2) a generally accepted set of data staging benchmark tasks does not exist; and (3)  
the system details of actual environments where these data lleurist~cs could be em- 
ployed are constantly changing as new technologies are introduced Determining a 
representative set of data  staging benchmark tasks remains an unresolved challenge 
in the research field of data  staging and is outside the scope of this document. 
As an example of the communication net'work structure generated, one sample 
adjacency matrix is shown in Figure 5. A at position (i ,  j) in the matrix represents 
the fact that a com~nunication link between machine i and machine j exists; a o means 
there is no such link. The links utilized here are unidirectional. This corresponds t'o 
some links being satellite-based links. Bidirectional links can be represented as two 
unidirectional links. Thus, a link from machine i to machine j does not imply that 
t,here is a link from machine j to machine i ,  nor does it disallow such a link. 
Figure 6 shows, for a subset of all the links in the system. the initial times that the 
communication links are available before any scheduling of data items occurs. The 
varying availability of some links correlates to certain links being satellite based and 
not always available. Other links can be reserved for specific functions at certain times 
(such as teleconferencing) and unavailable for transferring data item:;. Not every link 
shown in Figure 5 is available during the simulation period shown in Figure 6. 
Finding optimal solutions to data staging tasks with realistic parameter values are 
intractable problems. Therefore, it is currently impractical to directly compare the 
quality of the solutions found by the three heuristics with those fourtd by exhaustive 
searches in which optimal answers can be obtained by enumerating all the possible 
schedules of communication steps. Also. to the best of the authors' knowledge, there is 
no other work presented in the open literature that addresses the data staging problem 
and presents a heuristic for solving it (based on a similar underlying model). Thus, 
there is no other heuristic for solving the same problem with which 1-0 make a direct 
comparison of the heuristics presented in this document. To aid in the evaluation of 
these heuristics, two lower bounds and two upper bounds (see Subsection 5.2) on the 
performance of the heuristics are provided. 
5.2.  Lower and Upper Bounds 
'To provide lower bounds for the performance of the three heuristics presented here, 
two random search based scheduling procedures were devised. The first (looser) lower 
bound is a random-search based scheduling procedure that performs Dijkstra once 
for each requested data item. assuming it is the only requested item in the network. 
Then the paths through the network are scheduled for each data  item, finishing Rq[i] 
befc're Rq[i + 11 (where the ordering of the data items is arbitrary). If a conflict arises, 
e.g.. the link a transfer is attempting to schedule is no longer availa~ble, the request 
is dl-opped and not satisfied. This approach is referred to  as single Dijkstra random -- 
(shown as single-Dijrandom in Figures 7 and 13) because Dijkstra's algorithm is only 
executed once for each data  itsem. This random based method is used to illustrate 
that executing Dijkstra's algorithm more than once, with updated communication 
system information, is advantageous. 
'The only difference between the second random procedure and the partial path 
heuristic is that ,  instead of choosing a valid communication step using a cost function 
as discussed for the partial path heuristic, the - Dijkstra random heuristic (shown as 
random-Dijkstra in Figures 7 and 13) randomly chooses an arbitrary valid commu- 
nication step to schedule. This method may schedule data  item transfers even if it 
is krlown that the request will not be satisfied. This heuristic is used to  show the 
importance of using a cost criterion for decision making. 
'The first (looser) upper bound used for comparison (shown as upper-bound in 
Figures 7 and 13) is the total weighted sum of the priorities of all requests in the 
system (assuming all requests can be satisfied). The second upper bound represents 
those requests that  could be satisfied if each were the only request in the system 
(shown as possible-satisfy in Figures 7 and 13). The loose upper bound is not equal 
to the upper bound because some requests cannot be satisfied due to  lack of link 
bandwidth and/or machine storage (even when it is the only request in the system). 
Given the a.ssumption that the network is oversubscribed, neither of these upper 
bounds is attainable. 
5.3. Parameters Used in Experime~lts 
Creating the properties of a network structure that are expect.ed. to occur in the 
fielcl is a difficult endeavor. The parameters used were chosen to reflect a representa- 
t,ive subset of a BADD-like environment. The number of machines in the co~nmuni- 
cation system is between ten and twelve. Ea'ch machine has between lDMB to 20GB 
mernory storage capxity.  The outbound degree of a machine :Id[i] (i.e., the number 
of machines that ,&f[i] can transfer data items to directly through unidirectional com- 
mu~~ica,t,ion li ks) is between four and seven. There are at most two unidirectional 
communication links between a,ny two machines (there can be none). The adjacency 
matrix is created by selecting each ma,chine in the network and randomly cletermin- 
ing the outbound degree of the machine to be between the bounds mentioned above. 
Once the outbound degree is chosen, the end machines for the linlts are ralldo~nly 
generated. The net,work creation software ma.kes sure that a link does not originate 
and end at t,he sa,me machine. 
'The total number of data requests is 20 to 40 times the number of machines in 
the system. The sources and destinations for a data item are randon~ly selected from 
the set of machines in the system such that: (a) there are at most five sources: (b) 
there are at most five destinations; and (c) a destination for a data item is not also 
a source of the same data item. Each data item size ranges f ro~n  10KB to 100MB. 
The simulations that were performed utilized two different priority weightings. The 
first used a weighting of 1, 5, and 10 for low, medium, and high priority requests, 
respectively. The second used a weighting of 1, 10, and 100 for low, medium, and 
high priority requests, respectively. For each of the priority levels, there was an 
average of 310 requests in the system with that priority level (aleraged over the 
40 lest cases). Each data item a destination requests has an associated randomly- 
generated priority; therefore, two destinations that request the same data item may 
have differing priorities for that data item. 
The bandwidth of each communication link is between 10Kbit/sec and 
1.5!dbit/sec. The link availability times were generated as follows. First, a dura- 
tior for a particular virtual link between two machines was chosen from the set (30 
minutes. one hour, two hours, four hours). The percentage of the day (24 hours) that 
a given communication link is available is then chosen between .5O and 100 percent of 
the day, in increments of ten percent. The number of virtual links is then determined 
by t,akirlg the t ime the link is available during the day (percentage available * 24 
hours) and dividing by the virtual link duration chosen above (for a given communi- 
cation link, all virtual links will have the same duration). The s t a ~ t i n g  time of the 
firs1 virtual link is randomly chosen between 0 and (113) * (total unavailable time of 
the communication link). The unavailable time between the remaining virtual links 
is r,zndomly chosen such that: (a) no two virt,ual links for the same communication 
link overlap in time; (b)  the percentage of the day the communicatio~i link is available 
is a j  chosen above; and (c) the number of virtual links is as calculated above. 
The starting time for a data item is sometime between 0 and 60 minutes (0 sig- 
nifying some start time of the scheduling period, such as midnight or 6 a.m.). The 
deadline for the data  item is 15 to 60 minutes after the available time. Thus, the 
effelctive duration of the simulation is two hours. The  t,ime duration parameter for 
garbage collection, y, was set to six minutes. Therefore, a particular intermediate 
machine M [ r ]  will keep a data  item in its local memory for six rliinutes after t,he 
latest deadline for Rq[i]. Sources and final de~t~inations hold data  for the remainder 
of the simulation. 
Let the E-U ratio be 1l,b/W;r. As shown by the cost functioils introduced in 
Subsection 4.8, the E-U ratio may affect the performance of the cost criterion (Cost l ,  
Cost2,  and Cost4).  Figure 7 shows the performance of the best heurisi,ic/cost-criterion 
pairings examined for the 1, 10, 100 priority weighting scheme. It can be seen from 
the figure how the E-C ratio affects the of the heurisi,ic/cost-criterion 
pairings. All data points in Figures 7 to 19 are the average of 40 ranlrlomly genera.ted 
test cases. 
5.4,. Evaluation of Simulations 
The results shown in Figures 7 through 12 are for the 1, 10, 100 weighting scheme, 
and the results in Figures 13 through 18 are for the 1: 5, 10 weighting scheme. In the 
interval from - 3 to 5 ,  the horizontal axis contains the loglo of the E-U ratio. The 
points i i z  f and -inf are the two ext,remes, where - i n  f only considers the effective 
priority term: while - in f only considers the urgency term. 
Figures 7 and 13 shows average lower and upper bounds (defined in Subsection 
5.2) and the average performance of the best cost criterion for each of the heuristics, 
which happens to be Cost4. The performance of t,he partial path heuristic is shown 
in Figures 8 and 14, t,he full pa,th/one destination heuristic in Figures 9 and 15, and 
the full pathlall destinations heuristic in Figures 10 and 16 (recall that Costl does 
not capture that a data item can be sent to multiple dest,inations a,nd is therefore 
not considered in the full pa,t,l~/a,ll destination heuristic). These graphs highlight the 
performance of the four cost crit'eria for each of the heuristics implemented. Figures 
11 and 17 show the maximum, average, and minimum values over tihe 40 test cases 
for the weighted sum of priorit,ies sa.tisfied using Cost4 with the 1,10,100 and 1,5,10 
weighting schemes, respectively. Ea,ch bar is based on the best E-U ratio for each 
heuristic/cost criterion pa,ir. The ra,nges for the other heuristic/cost crit.erion pairings 
wer'e similar. The ra,nges on these two graphs are large because each of the 40 test 
cases col.responds to a different scheduling problem with a different optimal solution. 
Each of the cost crit'eria was developed for specific feat,ures. The best cost crit,erion 
of tlne four invest,igated is Cost4. This cost criterion combines the sun1 of the priorities 
and the sum of the urgencies of lllultiple destinations whose shortest path passes 
through a particular node. Costl performs worse tlla,n Cost4 because it does not 
con,~ider moving data to sa,tisfy multiple requests, which Cost4 does. The dra,wba,ck 
of Cost2 is that  the minimum urgency term allows nonurgent data  items within Drq 
to  become scheduled and block more urgent requests for other data  items. 7Tsing the 
ratio of priority and urgency in Cost3 was meant to directly associal e the priority of 
a request with its particular urgency. This allows a nonurgent and urgent request for 
a particular data  iten1 to be represented fairly (i.e., take care of the problem with 
Cost2).  The results in Figures 8, 9, 10, 14, 1.5, and 16 show that this was not the 
case, rnost likely due to  scaling (i.e., one very srllall Crryency[i, j ]  may have too much 
impact on the total cost). F ~ ~ t u r e  cost criteria might be designed to capture the 
original intent. 
When examining the schedule that the partial path heuristic created, it was noted 
thai; often when a data  item started being scheduled, this particular data item was 
repeatedly transferred until it reached a destination. Because of this trend, the full 
patll/one destination heuristic was tested. A problem with the partial path heuristic 
is that a data  item can be partially scheduled through the network, a i d  then a second 
data itern can be partially scheduled through the network. At this point, the first data 
iten1 may attempt to finish being scheduled, and may he blocked by the second data 
iten1 from reaching a destination. The full path/one destination heuristic corrects 
this problem and outperforms the partial path heuristic, as can be zeen in Figures 7 
and 13. In addition, the full path heuristics were intended to  reduce the number of 
runs of Dijkstra's algorithm, hence reducing execution time, shown in Figures 12 and 
18. 
Because the full path/one destination heuristic performed so well, it was thought 
that scheduling a data  item to  all of the destinations whose path passes through a 
par,icular node would perform even better, the definition of the full path/all des- 
tine,tions heuristic. This heuristic did not perform as well as the other two. This 
may be because this heuristic would schedule less important requests (by sending to 
all requesting destinations using the intermediate node under evaluation) and block 
other more important requests from being satisfied. Figures 7 and 143 showcase these 
trends. The full pa.th/all destination heuristic did have the smallest, execution time, 
as shown in Figures 12 and 18. 
For the best performing E-U ratio, for each of the heuristic/cost-criterion pairs, the 
average number of links a satisfied data item traverses from a source to a. destination 
was measured in the range 1.5 to 1.6. All potentially satisfiable data items have an 
average shortest path length that is also in the above range. The maximum path 
lengt,h taken by a satisfied data item was measured as nine. 
The various heuristics have differing execution times, shown in Figures 12 and 
18. As mentioned earlier, the ra.nges on these two graphs a,re large because each 
of the 40 test cases correspond to a different scheduling problem with a different 
optimal solut'ion. The average execution times for the three heuristics using the 1, 
10, 100 weighting scheme (for each heuristic's best cost criterion and best average 
E-L' ratio) are: pa,rtial path - 74 seconds, full pathlone destination - 53 seconds, and 
full pathla11 destinations - 50 seconds. The random Dijkstra heurist'ic execution time 
(157 seconds) is larger than the cost-based heuristics because the random Dijkstra 
heuristic will spend time processing data items that cannot possibly satisfy their 
associated deadlines? whereas the cost-based heuristics will eliminate. such data items 
frorn consideration. 
The last figure, Figure 19, shows the comparison between the two priority weight- 
ing schemes for the best con~bina.tion of heuristic, cost criterion, and ratio. It, 
ca.n be seen that the 1, 10, 100 weighting sat,isfies more higher priority requests and 
fewer medium requests than the 1, 5, 10 weighting scheme, as was expected. 
The last column in Figure 19 ( h i m e d l o )  shows the number of satisfied requests 
in the system by processing all the high priority requests before any of the medium 
priority requests, and all of the medium priority requests before any of the low priority 
requests. Each request follows its Dijkstra's shortest path (and Dijkstra's algorithm is 
rerun after each request is scheduled). To implement this process, the full pathlone 
destination heuristic was used in conjunction with Costl,  an E-U ratio of infinity, 
and a priority weighting scheme of 1, 10, 100. elloosing this combination causes only 
the priority term of the cost funct,ion to be used in determining which single request 
will get network resources. This method provides a cost-guided (versus arbitrary-) 
approach to basing scheduling decisio~ls on1~. on the priority of individual requests, as 
is often currently done. Recall that the priority of the requests was determined such 
that each priority level was assigned to  approximately one-third of all the requests. 
The other heuristics shown in Figure 19 (with Cost4) sat,isfy more high priority 
requests than the l l i m e d l o  method. This is due to  Costj 's collective view of desti- 
nat,~ons and the incorporation of the urgency term. Furthermore, t,he total weighted 
sum of priorities satisfied for h i m e d l o  is the lowest of the t,echniques shown for each 
of the prioritmy weighting schemes. 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
Data staging is an important data management issue for distributed computer sys- 
tems. It addresses the issues of distributing and storing over numerous geographically 
dispersed locations both repository data and continually generat,ed data  through an 
oversubscribed network, where not all data  requests can be satisfied. When certain 
dat,z with their corresponding priorities need to be collected together at  a site with 
l im~ted  storage capacities in a tinlely fashion, a heuristic must be devised to  schedule 
the necessary communication steps efficiently. 
The performance of eleven heuristic/cost-criterion pairs were shown, and com- 
pared to  upper and lower bounds. 'Two different weighting for the relative impor- 
tance of different priority levels were considered. Each heuristic and cost criterion 
had advantages. The  results presented show that for the system parameters consid- 
ered (e.g., priority weighting, network loads), the combination of the Cost4 and the 
full pathlone destination heuristic performed the best, when using t,he measure of 
weighted sum of priorities satisfied. 
Because each heuristic/cost-criterion pair has advantages, the pair that performs 
besl; may differ depending on the system parameters (i.e., the actual environment 
where the scheduler heuristic/cost-criterion pair will be deployed). If one was also 
concerned with execution time, the full pat,h/all destinations heuristic results in a 
comparable weighted sum of priorities satisfied with a slightly faster execution time. 
Both of these heuristics allowed more highest priority messages to be received than a 
simple-cost-based heuristic that schedules all highest priority messages first. Future 
work will explore how the heuristics perform when varying the congestion of the 
network and when additional priority weighting schemes are considered. 
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Fig. 1. 




An illust.ration of a data staging environment. Rectangles represent ma- 
chines, directed lines represent comml~nicat,ion links, solid circles represent 
data  items, and open circles represent dat,a requests. 
Fig 2. An example execution of Dijkstra's algorithm for a given requested data item 
Rq[i]. The earliest arrival time for the data item at a node is represented as 
e[]. Dotted lines are those next links that can be scheduled to move data; 
dashed lines show the links that have been schetluled. The  solid lines are other 
links in the system. The set \$ contains nodes scheduled to  receive the data 
item. The numbers next to the links are the corresponding communication 
time for a data item to traverse the link. The  figure components (a) through 
(d j  show four states of the algorithm. 
I .  for all k  (0 5 k  < N l [ s ,  r ] ) ,  do the following steps. 
AL [ s ,  r ]  [ I ]  [ k ]  = m /*  initialize value */  
! if ( A T [ z , s ]  > L s t [ s , r J [ k ] )  { 
/ *  if Rq[l] is obtained by 111[s] after L[s ,  r l[k]  is alrailable */  
3. i f ( [ A T [ z , s ] + D [ s . r ~ [ k ] ( l R q [ ~ ] I ' ~ ] < L t t [ s , r l [ k ] )  
/ *  if the available time interval is long * /  
/ *  enough to transfer Rq[z] via L [ s ,  r]  [k]  * /  
m a x  4. if ( C n p [ r ] ( A ~ [ ~ ,  s ] )  through (C 'o~[ , . ] (  b  Vb[i] R f t [ ~ ,  b] + Y) 2 lRq[il 1 )  
/ *  if M [ r ]  has enough storage capacity for Rq[i] */  
AL [s , r ]  [i] [k]  = AT [i , s]  + D  [s , 1.1 [k]  ( 1 Rq[i] 1 ) 
/ *  find "available time" using this link*/ 
3. ) else { / *  if Rq[i]  is obt,ained by MIS]  before L [ s ,  r ]  [k ]  is available */  
ti. i f ( [ L s t [ s , r ] [ k ] + D [ s , r l [ k ] ( I R q [ i J I ~ ~ ] 5 L e t [ s , r : l [ k ] )  
/ *  if the available time interval is long */  
/ *  enough to transfer Rq[i] via L [ s ,  r]  [k]  */ 
*, m a x  
I .  if (Cnp[r]  (Ls t  [ s ,  7-1 [ k ] )  through (Cap[r] ( b [ i]  R f t [ i ,  bI + -,> 2 IRq[iII) 
/ *  if Af[r]  has enough storage capacity for Rq[i] */  
A ~ [ s , r ] [ i : l [ k ]  = L s t [ s , r : [ k ]  + D[s,r:l[k]~:IRq[i:lI) 
/ *  find "available time'' using this link */ 
) 
mi n '. if ( A ~ [ i , r l >  O <  - k<J\il[s,r] ' 4 ~  [s l  r'l I:i] [ l C ] >  { 
/" if smaller shortest-pa.th est.imate is found */  
min 
9. A T [ i l r ] =  o < ~ < N ~ [ ~ , ~ ] - ~ L [ . ~ ? ~ ~ [ ~ ] [ ~ ]  - 
/ *  update the shortest-path estimate for V [ r ]  */  
10. kl = k  giving minimum in step 9 /* record the virtual link used */  
) / *  is the argument k  that mi~iimizes AL[s ,  r ] [ i ] [ k ]  */
Fig. 3. Pseudocode for attempting to reduce the shortest pa,th time with respect to 
the edges from V [ s ]  to V [ r ] .  
Fig. 4. An example communication system that requests (a) Rq[O] and (b) Rq[ I ] .  
Source[i, j] denotes the j t h  initial source location of the data item S [ i ] .  
Request [i. j ]  denotes the nlacl~ine from which the j th  request for data item 
Rq[i] originates. Solid lines sho~v shortest paths for a given data item to all 
nodes (even non-requestors), and dashed lines show unused links for a given 
data item. 
Fig. 5. An example adjacency rnat,rix for the net,works used. '4 at entry i .  j implies 
there is a connection from machine i to machine j .  
source -+ dest .  
9 -, 2 - 
t,ime (hours) 
Fig. 6. An example of the initial link a~ailabilit~y for one of the networks used in the 
sinlulation study. 
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Fig. 7. Comparison of the heuristics' best cost criterion performance for the 1, 10, 
100 weighting scheme. 
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Fig 8. The partial path heuristic results for the 1, 10, 100 weighting scheme and 
various cost criteria. 
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Fig. 9. The full pa.th/o~le destination heuristic results for the 1, 10, 100 weighting 
scheme and va.rious cost crit,eria. 
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Fig. 10. The full path/all destinations heuristic results for the 1, 10, 100 weighting 
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Fig. 11. Maximum, average, and minimum values over the 40 test cases for weighted 
sum of priorities satisfied with the 1, 10, 100 weighting scheme (based on 
the best E-U ratio for each heuristic/cost criterion pair). 
heuristic and cost criterion 
Fig. 12. Maximum, average, and minimum values over the 40 test cases for t,he ex- 
ecut,ion times of the heuristics with the 1, 10, 100 weighting scheme (based 
on the best E-U ratio for each heurist,ic/cost criterion pair ). 
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Fig. 13. Comparison of the heuristics' best cost criterion performance for the 1, 5, 
10 weighting scheme. 
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Fig. 14. The  partial path heuristic results for the 1, 5, 10 weighting scheme and 
va.rious cost criteria.. 
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Fig. 1.5. The  full ~ a t h / o n e  destination heuristic results for the 1, 5, 10 weighting 
scheme and various cost criteria. 
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Fig 16. The  full path/all destinations heuristic results for t,he 1, 5; 10 weighting 
scheme and various cost criteria. 
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heuristic and cost criterion 
Fig. 17. R,laximum, average, and minimum values over the 40 test cases for weighted 
sum of priorities satisfied with the 1,  -5, 10 weight,ing schenie (based on the 
best E-U ratio for each heuristic/cost criterion pair). 
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Fig 18. Maximum, average, and minimum values over the 40 test cases for the exe- 
cution times of the heuristics with the 1, 5, 10 weighting scheme (based on 
the best E-U ratio for each heuristic/cost criterion pair). 
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Fig. 19. A comparison of three heuristics' best E-U ratio/cost criterion combinations 
using different priority weighting terms. 
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APPENDIX: GLOSSARY OF NOTATION 
AL [s ,  r  1 [ i ]  [ k ] :  time when Rq[i] can be available on machine iM[r] via fetching 
the copy from :14[s] through the virtual link .C[s, r:l [k]  
A T [ i ,  j ] :  the earliest possible time found so far when ,Rq[i] is available 
0. A,f[j] 
C a p [ i ] ( t ) :  available menlory storage capacity of machint: 1Zf [i]  from time 
t.7 to t j t l  
t70st l[s ,  r ] [ i ,  j ] [ k ] :  cost for transferring the requested data item Rq[i]  associated 
with the j t h  destination, from machine M [ s ]  to iZf[r] via link 
L [ s ,  r ( [ k ] :  -I+k * E f p [ i ,  j] - Mfu * Urgency[ i ,  j ]  
Cos t z [ s ,  rl [ i]  [ k ]  : cost for transferring the requested data item Rq[i] from ma- 
chine lVI[s] to M [ r ]  via link L [ s , r ] [ k ] :  
P 
max 
wu * j t Drq[i,  r ]  T/rge,ncy[i, j ] )  
CIost3[s, r ]  [ i ]  [ k ] :  cost for transferring the requested data item Rq[i] from ma- 
chine M [ s ]  to i tI[r] via link L[s ,  r ] [ k ] :  - 
Cosi4[s ,  r] l[ i][k]:  cost for trmsferring the requested da,ta item Rq[i] from ma- 
chine :W[s] to M [ r ]  via link L [ s ,  r ]  [ k ] :  
P 
Pi,;*( . t [Jrgency [i, j ] )  
J E Drq[i ,  rl 
1 d 1 :  sizeof the associated data item d 
D [ i ,  j ][k]( l  d I ) :  communication time for transferring data item d with size 1 d I fro111 M [ i ]  to A f [ j ]  through their kt,h dedicated virtual 
comnlunication link 
A : set of data items available in the communicaltion system 
S[ i ] :  i th data item a,vailable in the conlmunica,tion system 
bst[i , j]:  starting time at which 6[i] is available at its ;ith initial source 
location 
Drq[i, r]: set of destination vertices associa,ted with a d,ata item 6[i] and 
a contingent vertex V[r], Drq[i, r ]  E { O , l ,  ..., Arrq[i]l) 
E:  set of edges in Gnf that corresponds to all virtual communica- 
t.ion links among machines 
E[ i ,  j] [k]: kt,h direct edge from V[i] to I/-[j] in Grit 
E f f €ct[sh]: effect of the scheduling scheme Sh: 
P 
Effect  [S',,] = - L W[Priori ty[j ,  k]] 
(j, k) E Srq[sh] 
E fp[i,  j ] :  effective priority for the data request of Rq[i] from it,s j th  
request,ing location 
E-U ra.tio: a weighting factor used in some of the cost criteria: WE/Wu 
y: garbage collection pa.rameter corresponding to the amount of 
t,ime after the latest deadline for Rq[i] that Rq[i] is kept 011 
intermediate machines 
Grit: network topology graph of the communicatio~l system that il- 
1ustra.tes the connectivity of the machines 
Gnt [i]: network topology graph of the communicatio~~ system that il- 
lustrates the connectivity of the machines and the tinle to 
transfer the requested data item Rq[i] 
kl: the argument k tjhat minimizes AL[s, r]  [i] [k] 
L[i, j][k]: kth direct virtual communication link from i\f[i] to M[j] 
Let[i, j][k]: link ending time when L[i, jl[k]'s availability terminates 
Lst [i, j] [k]: link starting time when L [i, jl [k] becomes available 
m:  number of machines in the comnlunicatio~l system 
I f :  set of machines in t,he communicatio~l system 
M[i]: i th machine in the coniniunication system, 0 5 i < m 
n: number of the data items with distinctive values available in 
the communication system 
Nb[i]: number of different machines that the data item 6[i] is located 
at initially 
h r [ i :  total number of direct virtual commu~licatiorl inks from A f [ i ]  
to M[j] 
Nrq[j]:  number of different machines where a requesl; for Rq[j] is ini- 
tiated 
P :  highest priority level possible (for the most important data 
requests) 
T ~ [ ' u ] :  predecessor field (or predecessor vertex) of vertex v 
Priori ty[j ,  k]: priority level for the data request of the data itern Rq[j] on its 
kth requesting location 
Request[j,k]: kt,h location of the request for data item Rq[j],  
0 < Request[j, k] < m. 
R f t [ j ,  k-1: finishing time (or deadline) after which the data item Rq[j] on 
its kth requesting location is no longer useful 
p: number of t,he requested da,ta items with distinctive values in 
the corresponding communica,tion system 
Rq: set of requested data items 
Rq[j]:  j t h  requested data item in the communication syst,ern 
S a t [ i , ~ - ] ( j ) :  satisfiability function associated with a t.he j th  requesting lo- 
cation for data item [i] and a next com~llu~~icat ion step to M[r]  
S:  set of schedules for the communication steps within the net- 
work 
S h :  a specific schedule for t,he corlimunication steps of t,ransmitting 
requested data it ems 
a: number of distinct schedules for t,he comrllunication steps of 
trarlsmit,ting requested dat,a items 
Sor~rce[i: j ] :  j t h  initial source location of the data item b[i] 
S'rq[Sh]: set of two-tuples (j, k) I kth request of the ditta item Rq[j] is 
satisfiable 
Irrgency [ i ,  j ] :  urgency for the data request of Rq[i] from its j th  requesting 
location 
V :  set of m vertices for Grit that corresponds to m ~llachines 
vd: a specific destination vertex 
T/b[i]: set of destination vertices corresponding t.o Rq[i] 
V[i]: i th vertex of Grit that corresponds to machine M[i] 
el,: a specific source vertex 
1/>[2]: set of source vertices corresponding to Rq[i] 
I4y[i]: relative weight of the it11 priority level 
I :  rela,tive weight for the effective priorit,y fact,or in the scheduling 
relative weight for the urgency factor in the :;chedulirlg 
